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Many students who arc referred to the 14rith aa ics Diagnostic

and Ittnictional Clinic V.:NG at the University of Fritish

Columbia br IVMOL
ionaltion arc eonfidmt their comp

procedures aro correct. They are confident even though they are

felt that

remediation may 1.)-,e ha5pcm:!d by the fact that a student bel-_v _

his computational procedures are cOrrect, when, in fact, he is

unable to compute accurately.

usually unable to obtain a correct answer.

decided that there is a

need to study the relationahip hetmen a student's algorithmic

confidence in performing eaci of fhe four bas c arithmetic oera

d the studenk s achievement.

The District Superintendent for the Richmond School Board,

Mr. C. Uolob, was contacf_ed by Jotter (Appendix I) asking per-

mission to gather me achievement and algorithmic confidence

data on students enrolled in Grades 5 through 8 in the Richmond

scheols 11 d study was also described in this letter.

fn reply, the District Superintendent expressed the wil ingness

of the Richmond schc is to participate in the project. A notice

(Appendix II) was senz to all elementary principals and teachers

of Grades 5 6, and 7 by Mr. flolob regarding the MEDIC project.

The tes ing project was carried out with all students of

Grades 5, 6. 7, and 8 in the Richmnd District. The following

taele gives the number of students according to grade level

in the district.
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Enrolment i Gr,ich:s 5- I Dew:canh(n- 1974

7 8 Total

15(6 1571

Appondix TIT) were prepared e- Eng to the

Tbo first page was CICS ignod to C7 teet per-

sonal data on each student--n:

dat- o N irth. ex--ani

glad division, scho 1 age,

Ori6 iC coir.idciicr. 10 deter-

!nine a student's algorithmi :. confidence in addition, for example,

twr studrnt :Asked the ullowing quostion. How sure arc you

tiat yoir: ac v I APD fCT ir ocrect .? Tho student had a chrbcc of

five -.replies and was askod to respond to one by putting an X

through one oF the letters a, or e. These were their

ch-

Th

op

es:

r'm p chive tl-lat my way I correct.

b. I'm pretty sure that my way is correct.

c. f don't know if my way is correct or not.

d. I'm pretty sure ym is wrong.

e. I'm positive my way is wrong.

questions were asked for the oth r farce arithmetic

ens -traction, multiplication and division.

The computational test consisted of four sub-tests. That

s there was a test in each of the four basic arithmeti r_

tions of whole numbers. Accompanying each test was r, sheet

containing the addition und multiplication tabl (Appendix rv).

These tables were made available in an effort to eliminate errors

6



basic number fa ts so that tl-- emphosi, would be uore directl y

Cccl on the st 'dent' S computational prOccdLirQS . lhe test was

so d signed that it included differen of question

types in ea-h ol the sub-tests. The items for each test were

selected according to a di cignosi s fi,r111 for intermediate cirades

(Appendix V) . The form or check-list is structured in an heiI-

archial order of difficulty. That the check-list is arranged

in order rdor to easier colnputat ions For instance,

the add it ion of whole ncunheis the order of difficuLty is as

fo_lows:

I. three -digit numbers with regrouping.

2. two-digi t numbers with reg-e_ ing

3. single column with regroul- ng.

le column- ith no regrouping.

ierally thii.c test items were constructed corresponding to

of the four leveLs of algorithmic difficulty. Other con-

ations WOIC observed to maintain va iety in the question

typos. For example, in subtraction the vertical and horizontal

form were included. Di foront positions of zero in tho minuend

and subtrahend were

-f questions according to the chock-list and theiT digtribution

on the sub-tests.

The following table indicates the types

Table IT

Distribution of Addition Items According to Type

7
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The eheck-list for subtraction is:

1. tNo consecutive 0 .:, in the minuend.

2. ono 0 in the minue

3. with r grouping.

4. no regrouping.

Table III

Distribution of Subtraction Items kzcording to Type

Items

1

Mbltiplication chec is

1. Three-digit multiplier.

7. t o-digit multiplier.

3. ono-di it multiplier. with regropin

4. ono-digit multiplier with no regroup

Table IV

Distribution of Multiplication I -ms According to Typ

teM5

1

k 1

3

4

Division check-list:

1. Zero in the quotient.

2. Two-digit divisors without or with remainder.

3. One-digit divisor uith remainder.

8
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4. One =d git divisor with no reminder.

Table V

Distribution of Division Items Accordin to Tyy2

Items Li L d e

1

3

V

Previous to the Richmond project a pilot study was con-

ducted ahout the middle of ,U iary, 1975 at the University Hill

Elemental School. Sixty students in grades S and 6 were

involved. The reason for the pilot study was to obtain an

estimate of the time required for each test and to find oit if

there were any problems with the test. The time required was

approximately forty minutes for 901 or the students. Following

the pilot study, the tests wore administered to the students of

Riclulond District the first week in Febr 00*, 1975.

Classroom teachers conducted the testing with their

st -lents. Machrs were previously instructed that the tests

were to bo administered according to the following procedures.

Firstly, the students were to be shown how to use the addition

and multiplication tables which were provided. Secondly,

teachers were to explain the structure of the tests to the

students. Thirdly, the students were to be told that there t,us

no time limit on the tests.

Following the testing about 5700 responses Were collected

of which 5440 were used. Table VI shows the distribution of

testing according to grade and sex.

9



Table IV

Grade 5 6 7 Total

Boys 705 728 747 606 2786

Girls 655 746 664 589 2654

Total 1S60 1471 1411 1195 5440

TA, hundred sixty tests were discarded because some of the

personal information requested on each student--name, grade,

nge, date .:)!- hirth--wns missing or else the student did not

complete the assessment of his alwrithmic confidence in com-

putational procedures. The rests were marl:ed for accuracy by

undergraduate students in Feb, ;Ivy and March, 1975. All

nimyrical data were collected arA key punched for computer

analysis about micl pril, 1975. During June and July, 1975

all student errors will be examined and coded according to a

category system which had previously been developed.

The data will he analyzed for two different purposes:

firs ly, to examine the relationships between confidence and

performance over operations, grades, sexes, ages, and confi-

dence and performance levels; secondly, to examine the relation-

ships between
different error types over operations, grades,

sexes, ages, and confidence and performance levels.

The objective of this paper is to discuss the first of these

two purposes.

1 0
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Chapter 2

RATIONALE

I:elative to the various changes and activitios taking place

elementary arithmetic rriculum and certain areas of the

tructional proc am, the area of diagnosi s and remediadon has

been qvite static. Early worR in diagnosis in arithmetic errors

was mostly limited to determining the kinds and frequency of

error- in computational skills. Later, con corns were slanted to

1 in meanings n I understandings basic to the computational

process.

More recent concer- in diagnosis aro the complex rela on-

ship between growth in arithif: development and affective fac-

tors such as anxLety, motivat on, and attitude. Zamon Ross

(1964) reporting on the twenty case studies carried out with

sixth lnd seveith grade students revealed a great deal of dis-

parity between actual a hievement and expected achievement in

elementary school mathematic,. He suggested that sixty-three

percent of the calSOS of underachievement identified by class-

room te chers were of an emotional nature involving lack of

interest, home or school maladjustment, short attention span or

limited initiative. It would appea'r from this study that

arithmetic underachievement is a complex and multiple-factored

disability.

John W. Wilson (1967) also expressed a similar concern in

diagnos ng the cause of underachievement in elementary school

mathematics when he states,

11



It has beome increasingly apparent in our work

with individual chi ld ron ...that underachievement...

in mathematics...is fa-7 from beiTT of one kind...

Of_scveral children with the same degree of general

underachievement in mathematics, each has unique

symptomatic patterns of that underachievewnt.

The fact that Wilson recognized that each student has

symptomatic pattern. of _tide lchievement" suggests the

coniplexity 'pf the nature of u derachievement as well as the

coiiTpiexity of diagnoAng the cause and the method of remediation.

In other words, Wilson and Ross underline the complexitv of both

diagnosinq the cause- of a _ dent's difficulty in mathematical

operations as well as the diffieJity in --rrocting or rem=

diatins! the problem. The clues ion to be answe ,d is how can you

ocessfully prescribe treatnent or remediation without knowing

t c root of the difficult}. The root of the difficulty that came

the attention of the Mathematics Education Diagnostic and

Instructional Centre (EDIC) at the University of British Columbia

the fact that some students who were referred for remedial

help and who were unsuccessful in th ir daily computat'ons had

high confidence that their computational procedures were correct.

The question to be argued in this paper is--how does a

student's confidence in his computational procedures affect the

subsequent success of remediation? An extensive search of the

literature has failed to produce aa answer to this question.

To date, in the rernediatien process, the remediator has

tried to build confidence iii the student but maybe the remedia-

tor is taking the wrong approach. It nay be that it is necessary

to extinguish a student's computatlanal confidence in his

incorrect algorithm.before the actual remediation takes place.



Common e ectotims are held that low achievers have lou con-

fiderice which needs to be irnproved. On the contrary, it could be

that low chieve rs have high confidence which has to be extin-

guished before effective rernediation can occur. As alr ady men-

tioned it has been lloticed that among low achievers referred to

MEDIC, there is number of students who are confident that they

know how to perforn the arithnetic algorithms, But the interest g

question is, -why do low achievers ecpress algorithmic confidence

in their c omputational pToccdtre s wlien they constantly get most

of their exercises wrong? DoeS a student's expression of con-

fidence in his work stem from a laturally confident personality?

It_ may be the result of ix2,it ive values taught in the home. These

positive values nay give r-= Se ta a confident , positive outlook oh

the various activities of life. That is, from an early age,

these values, once instilled, may be reflected in a student s

personality by feelings of confidence in whatever he does.

Woodruff (1962) seems to suggest this when he says,

Cv-er the years we gradually develop well established
feelings about things; arid these feelings, based on
their values, show up in the way we react toward
things. The feelings become inseparably intengo ea
with the ffectal picture.

But this argunert does not hold 13ecau5e renediators are aware

from wolicing with -the low achiever that he is not confident in

all of his daily activities. Wl-iy does he have algorithmic

confidence then'?

Is it hocause the low achieve-r thinks he understands the

concept when it is tgiught -by the teacher but in reality he does

not? Brownell (1944) adizireming lack of understanding in
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students says,

..most errors in mathematics are the result mot of

imperfectly learned symbols, but of incomplete

understandings.

Evidence of lack of understanding by the low achiever is apparent

in the tests. Per example, in using the subtraction algorithm,

it was apparent that one student's understanding of the subtrac-

tion operation meant to literally take away or remove the sub-

trahend from the minuend. This is an example of his mrk:

7749

-7340
7749

670 - 97 = 670

The student was consistent throughout the subtraction test in

literally removing the subtrahend. Another example of lack of

understanding by tne low achiever is evident in this division

exercise.
R.2

It would seen that the student worked from right to left.

5 t 5 = 1; 0 ; 5 e 0; 0 i 5 0; 7 = 1 and a remainder of 2.

This particular rAludent did all of his division emrcises from

right to left. He expresseda high confidence level of ( ).

Probably hel4aS confident he knew Now to use the division algorithm

because he used the other three arithmeticoperations- addition,

subtraction, and multiplication by beginning the operation at

the right. It wofked for these operations and lack of under-

standing led him to beleive it would also lork for the division

algorithm.

However, the student would still get his exercises marked

1 4
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wrong. hhy is he still cordident that his computational ce-

dures are right? Maybe he is using a defense mechanism. That is,

he nay be protecting hispride and soothing his ego by not

admitting to himself that he cannot do his computations. Using

a defense mechanism is an attempt by the individual to defend

imself against feelings of inferiority occasioned by-Ms failure

do his arithmetic conputations.
By not aohnitting to himself

that he is incapable of (king arithmetic computations he mini-

mizes his failure to himself. (Loree: 1970) This might be the

reason a low achiever iniicated algorithmic confidence when his

computational procedures are incorrect.

But this paper argues that the main reason for algorithmic

confidence stems from rIndce reinforcement.

Skinner, who has bect responsible for the concept of rein-

forcment, noted that same responses occur without any particular

stimulus at all. These ematted responses
he calls operants.

Psychologists before Skirner recognized spontaneaus Or random

responses, but they believed that such responses %ere caused by

sone unknown or unidentifiable stimulus. Skinner believes that

operants simply occur mad that the stimulus conditions are

irrelevant to the use and understanding of operant behavioT.

Fer Skinner, the fact Chat the operant be reinforced is important.

He believes that if the operant is reinforced the probability of

that operant occuring again is increased. What is really impor-

tant for Skinner is the retnforcement
the subject gets after the

operant or response is rade. This reaction shapes the chances

of the student giving tIlis operant
response again or of his

15



giving a similar response in the same class of responses.

Responses, then, are the most inportant aspect of oper

learning, and the way they are reinforced determines mwst of the

qualities of thr L learning. One of the iirst discoveries that

Skinner made vas that operants can be shaped without rewarding or

reinforcing every response. Hie realized that it is not necessary

to reinforce after every desired response but only intermittently

during the course of several such responses. This reJization

led Skinner to study two basic patterns of reinforcennt. In

the first, interval reinforcemont, a reward is given OE a fixed

interval of timesay, every three minutes. In the second, ratio

rei forcement, a reward Is given after a fixed ratio of responses--

say after every ten or fifteen responses have occu red. Oddly

ouzh d that the less freauent the reinforcement on

a ratio schedule, the more rapid the response. That is the

animal behaved as if he knew that the faster he responded the

faster he would be reinforced.

Both fixed interval and fixed ratio reinforcement schedules

are characterized by a pause in response just after reinforcement.

Animals seem to know that the responses alade just after a reinforce-

ment will never result in another.immediate reinforcement. These

pauses do not occur if the reinforcement schedule is made random.

If the time interval size is varied at random, there is always a

chance that the next response after reinforcement could result

En another reinforcement, and the animal does not pause.

Is this strange animal behavior reflected in human behavior?

It certainly is. Consider for a mommt a Los Vegas slot machine

player who gets an occasional or random payoff. He plays

'U.
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vigorously because he does not know at what moment the next payoff

will come. But he keeus playing because he is confident that

the payoff will come.

What does a Iths Vegas slot machine player's confidence have

to do with a student's algorithmic confidence? The student s

algorithmic confidence is reinforced the same way that the slot

machine player's confidence is reinforced. That is by ramdom

reinforcement, which according to Skinner is the best reinforce-

ment and the hardest to extinguish. The Richmond Study shows that

students using an incorrect arithme 'c algorithm can get some

ex rcises correct. The algorithm may not work for many exerci es

but every now and then it will produce a correct answer. Therefore,

the student gets random reinforcement which mudes him feel

confident that the algorithm he is using is correct. The

following examples will show that an incorrect algorithm will

work in some cases but rot in others. In the example:

299

Z0017
- 28 9

the ,tudent begins renaming by cropsing out the 3 and writing 2.

Crosses out the 0 and writes 9. Crosses out the next 0 to the

right and writes 9. Pe finishes rienaming by putting a 1 in fiont

of the 7. This is correct. His algorithm works for this exercise

but using the same algorithm in the following example it does not.

1299

2,500
8S7

The student begins his renaming by stroking out the 2 at the

left, then the 3 and writing 2 above it. 0 is crossed out with

9 written above and also the last 0 on the right is crossed out
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with a 9 writ en above it. This is incorrect. The studer
is

algorithm does not work if a 0 comes at the end of the mdnuend.

However, using this algorithm the student will sometimes get

some of his exercises correct.

In multiplication, a student doing the following exercise gets a

correct answer using the multiplication algor thm as he knows it.

9056
x 3

27168

tut when asked to find the product of

9056
x_ 23

1811227168

his anwer is incorrect. But the algorithm he is using does

work for sane of his exercises.

Using an imcorrect algorithm, the low achiever may occasion-

ally get an exercise correct. This gives the student random

reinforcement.
According to Skinner, he is getting the best

reinforcement to keep him at work. He does not question whether

or not his computational procedures are correct. Why should they

be wrong Iden every once in awhile he gets a correct answer?

This keeps him confident that his computational procedures are

correct. Wnat does this mean to thq remediator? It means that

before a remediator can help a student correct his comTutational

procedures that the student's algorithmic confidence must first

be extinguished.
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Chapter 3

METhOD AND PEJLTS

For the Richmond Study, a low achiever in a given operation

and grade is defined as one whose score is more than one standard

deviation below the mean. Performance distribution for each

grade and operation are far from normal distributions. In fact,

they are highly skewed positively. But tt is felt this conmonly

accepted approach is more realistic than either choosing a lower

fixed percentage of the"population or a lower performance level

of the population.

Pupil scores, in subtraction and multiplication, ranged

from 0 to 12. In division, the range is from 0 to 0 but in

addition SCOTOS ranged from 1 to 12. The scores of 0 in

addition were eliminated be-ause the addition test appeared on

the back of the subtraction test. It was assumed that all

students who scored 0 on the addition test did not attempt the

test.

The tables that follow show the upper-limit for law achievers

w ich was calculated for each operation and at each grade level.

Table I

Grade 5: Upper Limit for Low Achievers

rations:

Standard
Deviation

Upper-limit 9 3238

1.7137 2.4662 2.8721 2.7411

7.5500 6.2132 1.3538
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Table II

Grade 6: Upper-Limit for Low Achievers

Operations

Mean

S. D

11.22 S 10 4 7_ 10.0468

0370 2 174

7.8719
Upper-limit 9.6289 8,4209

682

2 2

2.8259

Table III

Grade 7: Upper-Limdt for Low Achievers

Operations

Mean

S.D.

Upper-limit

1.3196 10.6641 10.5

1.6323 1.8817 1.8

9.6873 8.7824 8.6248 3.

5.8944

2 '-)7 6

Table IV

Grade 8: Upper-Limit for Low Achievers

eratioas

S.D.

Upper-limit

1.4050

1.4412

9.9638

8326 10 7272 6,0410

'0O5 1 6188

9.2321 9.1084

2.0630

3.9773

The actual scores used to categorize the low achiever for

each operation and at each grade level is shown in the following

table.

Table V

Upper-Limit Used to Determine the Low Achie er

Operations

6

6

7

8

8 9 9 9
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Using these scores as an upper-linit for Oio low achiever,

the next concern was to find the algorithmic confidence by

operation and grade level. The following tables give the confi-

dence values from low to high by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Listed under the confidence values are the corresponding fre-

quency of errors.

Table VI

Addition-Grades 5-8

Total 2 35 113 113

Table VII

Subtraction-Grades 5-8

Table VIII

MUltiplication-Grad

21



Table IX

Division-Grades 5-8

Total 87 105 553 351 89

This study regards the low achiever with high algorithmic

confidence to be the number of students in columns 4 and S.

Following is a table showing the nuMber of students n this

category.

Table X

Number of Low Achievers with High Algorithmic Confidence

ation: Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division

Confidence 4 5 a 4 5 al 4 0 al 4 5 tggi------u

86 80 106 97 31 128 85 20 105 425

26 41 67 112 41_ 153 74 06 84 21 105 431

7 21 24 4 101 50 151 77 47 124 113 23 141 461

8 15 86 80 166 92 6 155 69 20 89 43

Sub-Total 226 576 513 440 1755

Table X confinis that there is a substantial number of law

achievers in Grades 5 to 8 who have high algorithmic confidence.

The sub-totals for confidence levels 4 and 5 show the number

of students who expressed algorithmic
confidence in each of the

arithmetic operationsaddition, subtraction, multiplication,

22
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and division. However, it must be noted that in the total n_

ber of algorithmic confidences expressed that there is an over-

lap. The number 1755 does not represent the total number of

individual students expressing high algorithmic confidence. One

low achiever might indicate a high confidence level in all four

basic operations. Therefore, the total number of low achievers

with high algorithmic confidence indicated in the table would

appear to be four rather than one. Nevertheless, the evidence is

clear that for each arithmetic ope ation there is a substantial

number of low achievers who express high algorithmic confidence

in each operation.

For purposes of comparison Table XI shows the number of low

ac ievers with low algorithmic confidence.

Table XI

Number of Low Achievers with Low Algorithmic Confidence

Operation: Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division

Confidence 1 2

0 2 4 10 11 19 30 44 47 91

Sub-total 23 48 192

Total

67

39

30

269

By comparing Table XI with Table X, it is quite evident

that low achievers with high algorithmic confidence certainly

outnumber low achievers with low algorithmic confidence. Also

in Table XI, the number 269 does not represent the total number

of individual students expressing low algorithmic confidence. As

2 3



explained for Tabte X, one low achiever might indicate a 1

confidence level for all four basic operations. The table, then,

would show a total of four instead of one. This, however,

true for both tables.

The results of this study are conclusive. As suspected,

there are a number of students who have algorithmic confidence,

yet their computational procedures are incorrect. Table X shows

that out of 5440 students from Grades 5 to 8 in the Richmond

District 1755 low achievers express high algorithmic confidence

in their computational procedures.

24
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Chapter PV

Conclusion and Implications for Further Stud-

This paper began by describing why it was felt necessary

to do this study. It was recognized by remediators that some

low achievers had high algorithmic confidence even though their

computational procedures were incorrect. Permission was given

by the Richmond School Board to conduct the study in that area

with all students of Grades 5 to 8. A total of 5440 responses to

algorithmic confidence questions and test items were used.

The purpose of this study was to establish the existence

of a population of low and high confidence students with low and

high algorithmic confidence in their computational procedures.

The results indicated, as suspected, that there is such a

population and, in fact, low achievers with high algorithmic

confidence are in the majority. It is also established, as

expected, that there is a different distribution of confidence

for each grade level as well as each confidence level. This

could suggest that any study done along similar lines of this

study could be losing information if it is assumed that student

characterist cs are uniform across grades or operations.

For this study the low achiever is identified as one whose

score is more than one standard deviation below the mean. Tables

show how the upper-limit for low achievers was calculated for

each operation and at each grade level. It is argued in this

paper that the low achiever has high algorithmic confidence in

his computational procedures, because of random reinforcement.

The student gets random reinforcement when once in awhile an

incorrect algorithm gives a correct answer. He, therefore,

2 5
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assumes that the alorithm he is using is correct. Skinner, in

his research work found that random reinforcement is the best

reinforcement to keep a subject vigorously at work.

Tables are supplied to indicate that a population of lot.'

achievers with high algorithmic confidence does exist in grade

levels 5 VD 8. Many implications for remediators are raised as

a result of this study. When the entire study is completed,

teachers1 remediators, textbool writers, and computer

programmers should have an entirely new challenge in diagnosing

and remediating the low achiever.

The results of this study will have impcm-ua t implications

to classroom teachers and remediators. Teachers and remediators

will be more aware that low achievers have high algorithmic con-

fidence in their computationai procedures. It is important that

teachers have a systematic method to diagnose and code student's

errors. It is evident from this study that a student's algori-

thmic confidence does have to be extinguished before remediation

can take place.

For textbook writers, a change in format and design to meet

the needs of low achievers in this category is necessary. The

need to be more specific in the utiting of behavioral objectives

in lesson preparation will help to eliminate learning gaps for

these students. Programmed learning, with its step-by-step

approach should also assist fhe low achiever to acquire the

correct algorithmic procedure.

The writing of a diagnostic computer progrmm on the basis

of all the incorrect answers and sdbsequent coding of errors for

2 6
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each question is another means to help correct this problem. A

computer program, whereby given the data of the survey, the pro-

gram can take each question and llst all the incorrect answers

and corresponding codes. The program could be implemented in

such a way that it can diagnose all the errors students perform.

A computer remediation program can then be written to do the

remediation.

These are but a few of the many implications for educat

that result from this study.

2 7
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1\npendix

C. io1ob
riot Sup -intosdeat of Schoo

Richmond School District No. 3
669 No. 3 road
Richmond, B. C.

Zolob:

January 3, 1975

am writing to ccoA your permission to t1icr coie data on studento enrolled

in Oradea 5 thrcugh 3 in the Ric'amond schools. Spesi cally, I need a;pro%i-

mately one hour of class time, praforably didza I-ate two half hov..: 1:.zr::eds

on succesive days in which to Lather some dsta on the art'c- okis cf
these atudant

During thcoe two periods the students will be asked to solve ndditioa,
traction, multiplication, and division smamnles with whole ;lumbers. ;11

tion, they will be ashed to empress the dera of confidence they have

their ability to perform these operations.

The data obtained will be useful to me ia several ways. As director of

Mathematics Education Clinic at UDC, I need data on the types and freuesy
of student errors in arithmetic skills. In particular, we have some eviz:ane,.

which indicates that students who are unable to compute correctly still ompross

a relatively high degree of confidence in their ability to compute. If

proves to be the case in a large scale atudy, it will have important r7 fi-

catioas foz remedial work.

For your information I have enclosed a preliminary copy of each oC the teats

I intend to use. The final version will be printed end will ask for addi Ioa
Al informatios from the student such as age and grade level.

If you are agreeable to this proposal, I would.appreciate receivi
following information:

1) a list of the names of y ur schools where there are
ada 5, 6, 7 or 8 classes together with the enroll-
t in these classes;

.0 12



Mt. C. Holob

-2-

January 3, 1975

2) da6es when the te5tin7 6 be-it be don '1--

purposes 1at 6anuary or early February vould b
most suitabi )

) the name of a contact person in youx clistrict to
act as liaison between your district and me.

Thank you for co s dering vr request.

DRA1

c.c. Mr.
Encl.

Campbell

Since yo

David Robitaille
Al:sistant Professor
1ath t±cs Education

2 9
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ndix II
BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES
SCHOOL D:STRICT NO, 38 CR:CH
689 NO.3 --CAD, R:CHMOND, 3
TELEPHONE 278-9521

T- Z1 Eler:cnL, P?:-als ad
2=72,5 of7;776 576 6 ?.

F ROM ..L.Zzl

'RE: U. B. C. SU]?VEY OE

Perm has been irantcd to Jr. David Robitai:lle to gather
data on Richmond students enroll.ed in CradeP_5 through 8.
Spcci ' an.1 Dr. Robitaill- seeks data on the'types and
frequency of student errors in arithmetic skills.

Tcstinc rraterial u.71 teocl:er struotions, in ucint,

nurher fer an students in Grtades 5, 6 and 7 _win be delivered
to sCi?OOlS on January 30/-31. The test, requirincy =proximatel

cz; ci:ouZd he given eariu in t'u eck ofFebmary 3 with
eturns to the office of the Elementary Supervisor on or before

Friday-, February 7, 1975.

The data gathered from this testing programme will assist
Dr. Robitaille and his staff to irrorove their re ediation wo .

at the Univers- Math Clinic. Thank-you, on their behalf,

for your assistance with this survey.

C. Holob,
Diatrict Superintendent of Schools.

CH:tb

r-F
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Lmidix III

GRADE; DIVISION:

DATE BIRTH:

For each question, put an X through one of the le

1. How sure ai7e ynu that your of ADDING is correct

(a) I'm positive that my way is correct.

(b) I'm pretty sure that my way is corlect.

(0 I don't know if my way is correct or ncL.

( I'm pretty sure my way is wrong.

(e) I'm positive my wly is wrong.

HOW

BOY GIRL

(circle one)

b, c, d, or e.

sure are you that your way of SUBTRACTING is correct?

I'm positive that my way is correct.

I'm pretty suro that my way is correct.

I don't know if my w:ly is correct or not,

(d) I'm pretty sure that my way is WT_

(e) I'm positive that my way is wrong.

How sure are you that your way o_ M1LTIPLYING is correct?

(a) I'm posicivo that my way is correct.

(h) I'm pretty sure that my way is correct.

(c) I don't kno,,,- if my way is correct or not.

(d) I'm pretty sure that my way is wrong.

e) I'm positive that my way is wTong.

4. Now sure arc you that your way of DIVIDING is corr

(a) I'm positive that my way is corrpet.

(b) I'm pretty sure that my way is cirre

(c) I don't know if my way is 6orrect or not.

(d) I'm pretty sure that my way is wrong.

(e) I'm positive that my way is wrong.

3 1



2 3 0 0 7

9 7 3 9

- 28 -

S'JBTRACTION

(Show all your
work in
pace provided.)

c d.

7749 4 8 2 4 0 0 3
- 7 3 ,1 0 - 7 - 2 1 7

0.

670 - 97 =

g.

1 1 6 3
1079

6 0 0 4

- 1 7 0 5

7 0 4 4 5 4 7

1 2 9

J.

5400 - 2138

32

k. 1.

5216 477 1714 - 3 1

'Avt,



a.

+ 9

6

1
+ 0

- 29

ADDITTON

b.

4 + 7 + 1 + 2

24 0
88 6
35 9

4- 79 4

j.

0

(Show all your
work in the
spaco provided.)

g.
3 7

4 5

+ 9 0

4

9

6

1
+ 1

h.

5 + 7 + 0

1.

73 + 59 + 7
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MULTIPLICATION

(Show all your
work in the

ce provided.)

67
x 6 0

1 2 0 3 3 1 3

x 7 1_



a.

6/4 2 9

2 7 y'l 2 4 2

DIVISION
(Show aJ.
work in
sDace

your

4 7 2 6 6 2

2 8 2 5 3 9 6

h.

9 4 6 3



MULTIPLICAT
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Appendix V

The University of British Columbia

MATHIAATICS EDUCATION DIAGNOSTIC CENTER

DIAGNOSIS FORM FOR INTERMEDIATE GRADES

Numbers

Addition Three-digit nos.
with regrouping.

Two-digit nos.
with regrouping.

Single column
ith regrouping.

Single column
with no regroup_ng.

Basic facts.

Subtraction Two consecutive
O's in the minuend.

One 0 in the minuendl-

With reg ouping.

No regrouping.

B -ic facts.

Mul4plication Three-digit
multiplier;
incl. zero.

Division--------

Two-digit
multiplier.

One-digit
multipler; with
regrouping.

One-digit
multiplier, no
regrouping.

Basic facts.

Zero in the
quotient.

37
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Division (cont d ) Two-digit
divisors without
r with remainder.

71111E1021E

One-digit
divisor; with
remainder.

One-digit
divisor; no

remainder.

Basic facts.

Commutative
addition.

Commutative
multiplication.

Associative
addition.

Distributive
property.

Role of 0 in

addition.

Role
mult

f 1 in
lication.

Place value=
a) reading and

writing nos.

b) recognizing
"places".

c) expanded
notation.

d) renaming.

e) powers of 10.

Associative
multiplication.

10 and i s powers

as factors.

38
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incAp cont'd) Multiples of powers
of 10 as factors.

FractIon Conc.

Equal factors.

Part-whole.

Subset-set
(equal par s).

Snbset-set (gen.

Extension to no.
line.

a
= a b.

-.Order.

Equivalence.

Names of one.

A)..gorithms for Rational Numbers (addition and subt:action)

Subtractlou-renaming.1 1

Addition-renaming.

Rena ing.

Mixed nos. to im-
proper fractions
and vice versa.

Addition- ixed nos.

Subtraction-mixed
nos.

Subtraction-proper
fractions.

Addition-proper
fractions.

Comments



Rationi1 Niunbers (cont'd)

,1ubtraction-g1ven 1,1A)1

Addition-given LCD. I---- I.

A Numbers multiplication and division

Multiplication-mixed
nuMbers.

Multiplication-
proper fractions.

Multiplication-
whole no. and
fraction,

Multiplication-
unit fractions.

Reduction property.

Division-mixed nos.

Division-proper
fractions.

Reciprocals.

DecImal Concepts Notation.

Place Value.

Number-line.

uta-tion

Addition.

Subtraction.

Multiplication.

Division-whole no.
divisor.

Division-gen.

Change decimal to
fraction; vice
versa.

4 0

Comments

4



Percent

37 -

Notation.

% to decimal
action.

Common equivalents.

4 1

Comments
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